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Now in my senior years, I have had the opportunity to reflect on many basic elements of my life and 

reality as I think we understand it from a research psychologist’s point of view.  I have always been 

fascinated about time and space and how we construct these basic tenets of our reality.  As a research 

psychologist, I have studied Jean Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development and Epistemology and his 

very interesting experiments with young children as they develop their notions of number, area, and 

volume, our three dimensions of spatial reality.   

I have also done some reading in physics and quantum mechanics and the difficulties of unifying this 

theory with the theory of relativity.  I find this also fascinating that physicists are having the same   

difficulties in trying to explain predictions as we have within psychological research in trying to explain 

human behavior. 

And lastly, I have spent more time than I would like to admit in data analysis and statistical analysis in 

looking for patterns and trends and making predictions within public policy and regulatory compliance.  

If you think doing research involving individuals is daunting, you haven’t seen anything that approaches  

ambiguity as you will find in the public policy and regulatory compliance arenas.   

Believe it or not, I am going to try to put these three areas of thought together.   

The dominant paradigm in thinking about reality is that we live in a linear world.  All we need to do is 

look at the developments in mathematics to realize how all pervasive this paradigm is.  However, not all 

of reality can be defined via a mathematical algorithm precisely.  Many behaviors in psychology, if not 

all, do not fit neatly into a mathematical formula.  The best we can do is via statistics and probabilities 

by taking advantage of large samples of individuals and predicting how the majority of individuals will 

react.  

Time is linear with a past, present and future.  We all experience it, albeit in very individual ways.  I 

wonder how space influences our perception of time.  The denser the space, time slows down 

psychologically.  Or does it speed up?  Anyway, you get the idea that time and space interact and are not 

absolute from each other.   

Mathematics is very linear.  We start with zero and we can either add or subtract from our beginning 

point.  The only difference between mathematics and time is that we can’t go back in time, or can we?  

In mathematics we have many formula, such as C = π d or A = π r2.  The beauty of mathematics is that 

the formulas, the math, work every time, for every case.  However, in psychology, that is not the case 

where for each individual, it works every time.  Now, let’s take the circle and the relationship between 

the circumference and diameter that is defined by C = π d and let’s pick a random point within that 

circle.  It is not on the diameter or on the circumference but just randomly somewhere in the circle.  

Let’s find another random point within that circle which is not on the diameter or circumference.  What 



can we say about these two random points.  Not much!!  By having these two random points, can we 

determine the circumference or the diameter?  Not really.    So how do we deal with the two random 

points.  Use statistics.  We can talk about their relationships to each other via correlations, can’t say 

anything about causation though.  Are these two random points part of non-linear reality?  Do we learn 

about these random points by collecting as much data as possible and look for relationships like we do 

with big data projects?  We can run correlations on anything, but is it meaningful or not?  Many times it 

is, but I have seen as many times where that is not the case. 

So, is the limit to mathematics, the statistics we have on groups?  Is randomness the nature of reality in 

general and mathematics is defining only a small segment of what can be seen and touched.   Is the 

majority of reality probability based and the best we can do is statistically predict it via correlations and 

not causation?  Or is mathematics pre-programmed in our brains like language and space/time?  Do we 

have a mathematical acquisition device (MAD) just like we have a language acquisition device (LAD)?  

And can we say the same thing about space/time (SAD)?  Are we attempting to overlay linear 

relationships in a non-linear reality?   

 

 


